Appendix H – Light Switches
The hall has evolved over time, with many people involved in the design of the wiring and
location of switches. We suspect some of these people were drunk. This quick guide will
explain the location and function of the less-intuitive switches.

1) Downstairs hall lights
Three switches involved:
- Front hall lights switch is inside the front door on the right
- Center hall light controlled by Switch 4 ( see Figure 1 below)
- Rear hall lights switch is inside the side door across from the elevator

2) Kitchen Lights
Two switches involved:
- Inside the kitchen entrance on the right
- Switch 1 ( see Figure 1 below)
- The light at the rear of the kitchen, in the alcove with the 2nd fridge is controlled by the
Front hall light switch. Just because.

3) Upstairs Lights
These switches are in the bar, to the left as you walk in:
-

Center hall strip lights (Figure 2, Sw 1)
Wheel lights ( Figure 2; Sw 2a/2b control the intensity. Sw 6 and 7 turn them on/off)
Bar Lights ( Figure 2, Sw 3)
Washrooms/hall behind stage. TWO switches
o Figure 1, Sw 5 ( in the kitchen)
o Figure 2, Sw 4 ( in the bar)
Outside back door Figure 2,Sw 5
Ceiling light over the upper landing, Figure 2 Sw 5 ( yes, same one as outside back door)
Backstage light Figure 2 Sw 8

Anomaly: The Side Wall Spot lights switch is on the opposite wall from the above switch
grouping. Left of the thermostat, usually hidden by the coffee maker. See Figure 3

Figure 1
Located next to the kitchen door to the outside, on the left as you face the door
Top row, left to right = Sw 1, Sw2, Sw 3
Bottom row, left to right = Sw 4, Sw 5, Sw 6

Figure 2

Figure 3

